
www.standardsmap.org
A roadmap to sustainable production, 
consumption and trade

The world’s largest database for 
sustainability standards
We provide freely accessible comprehensive, verified and transparent information 
on over 300 standards for environmental protection, worker and labour rights, 
economic development, quality and food safety, as well as business ethics.

Why use Standards Map?

A trusted source of information by 

over 10’000 visitors a month

� Review 300+ standards by product, sector, 
area or focus and more;

� Compare standards side by side across 
1650+ criteria;

� See where you are at in your standard 
compliance process and assess your 
business for sustainability readiness;

� Explore market trends for 14 sustainability 
standards across nine commodities and 
forestry.

Navigating the constantly moving landscape of 
sustainability standards is challenging. That’s 
why we have developed a range of tools, 
specifically tailored for different actors along the 
value chain, enabling them to make informed 
decisions, better understand the sustainability 
initiatives landscape and connect with like-
minded business partners. 



Identify & review standards information

Use filters to identify codes of conduct, audit protocols, reporting 
frameworks and company programs on sustainability

Complete a self-assessment

See where you are at in your standard compliance process and 
assess your business for sustainability readines

Compare standards & set a reference

Generate graphs and statistics on standards performance

� Applicable to over 600 products and services;

� Operating in specific production, processing and retail 
countries;

� Addressing sustainability hotspots along supply chains.

How can Standards Map support you?

� Based on their specific number of requirements broken
down by sustainability hotspot;

� Broken down in terms of their degree of obligation, with
detailed extracts from standard documents;

� Explore up to 1650 criteria points collected on each
standard.

� Complete an assessment of your company’s practices
against the requirements set in sustainability standards
of your choice;

� The assessment takes the shape of an online
questionnaire;

� Generates a FREE “sustainability report” which outlines
your roadmap towards compliance to sustainability
standards requirements.
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